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PERSPECTIVE  

Keep alert for scams!  The “bad guys” are always out there trying to get 
us to click on phony links, go to malicious websites or scam us hundreds 
of ways.   Our systems have safeguards to protect us from receiving bad 
attachments but they are NOT FOOLPROOF!   Hackers invent new ways 
every day to bypass all of the progress that we make in Cyber Security 
protections.   Be aware! 

 

 *Do not click on links without 
first ensuring you are certain 
where they came from.  Hover 
over the link to see if the URL 
looks legitimate. 

            

*Do not open unexpected 
attachments.  If you are not 
sure why you received an 
attachment, call or email (not 
reply) the sender to confirm. 

              

   *Report any suspicious activity IMMEDIATELY to the IT HELPDESK. 



 

By Denise N. Forbes 

From the Director’s Chair  

The CSB of Middle Georgia has entered into an agreement with                        

Motivo to assist with preparing our staff for licensure.  Rachel 

McCrickard, CEO of Motivo, posts a column each Monday titled Mondays with Motivo.  In the 

January 18, 2021 edition, Rachel included a recent blog post dated January 15, 2021,  from 

one of her partners, the American Counseling Association entitled, "Celebrating Rev. Dr.                    

Martin Luther King Day and Combatting Mental Health Stigma."  The message is poignant, 

current, important, and well-stated.  Please allow me to share this information as my                        

contribution to the January 2021 Perspective. 

 

Jan 15, 2021  

Celebrating Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Day and Combatting Mental 
Health Stigma  

When we think of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr., the name resonates with the 
fight for freedom from segregation and 
civil rights justice for people of all racial 
backgrounds and classes. Often               
overlooked and rarely the focus of media 
attention was his quiet fight against       
mental illness. 

It has been speculated, though he was 
never officially diagnosed, that he                 
suffered from depression—and                        
according to a Time Magazine profile on 

his life, twice attempted suicide in his youth. Later in life, just prior to his assassination 
it is reported that several members of his staff attempted to secure a psychiatric                      
intervention for him. Theorizing about his mental health is not meant to be a critique or 
an attempt to discredit the awesome and inspiring actions of Dr. King, but rather to 
quell the incessant myth that those who suffer with mental illness are incapable of  
historic accomplishments.  



 

Dr. King rarely spoke publicly regarding mental health, but when he did, like                  
everything else he said, his words continue to resonate and create a lasting impact to 
this day. Yet, at firsthand, we don’t tend to associate his legacy with the fight against 
mental health stigmas, and towards an equalized and proactive mental health system. 

But throughout his adulthood, Dr. King’s social and political successes ran parallel 
with his mental illness battle, yet the latter was only known by close friends and family 
members. Sadly, King experienced the same mental health stigmas currently faced by 
countless people in the United States. He feared his political and social justice           
accomplishments would be overshadowed or discredited if news of his struggle with 
mental health came to light. Despite these personal and professional obstacles, Rev. 
King never altered his convictions, or faltered from his objectives. If anything, he             
believed that his ‘maladjustment’, a term he used in a keynote speech for the                
American Psychological Association in 1967, strengthened his resolve to continue the 
fight for equality.  

His struggle with mental illness was internalized, something those suffering from  
mental illness in the United States still experience on a daily basis. 

The stigma and stereotype are still so persistent and tenacious that the open and  
honest discussion of mental illness remains taboo in some communities of color; who 
still face marginalization, bigotry and discrimination in our country. Stereotypes           
depicting people with mental illness as being dangerous, unpredictable, dramatic, 
overly sensitive, or generally incapable bullies many into silence. This fear of              
alienation from the community combined with a historically rational distrust of medical 
institutions and a disparaging lack of resources, results in communities that are less 
likely to seek needed care and are more likely to receive substandard care when 
treated. 

Thankfully, this is slowly shifting as more and more influential figures in the community 
are speaking out about their own personal experiences with mental illness and                  
disbanding the correlation between weakness, failure and mental illness. The uprising 
of social media has also been an instrumental tool in opening channels of                
communication between those affected by mental illness, creating a community of its 
own with limitless outreach. 

Therefore, this January as we honor Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.—one of our                 
nation’s most accomplished in terms of social rights and justice—let us remember that 
Rev. King intended to create a legacy of acceptance and open-mindedness to all             
individuals. He understood, perhaps better than most, that the ‘maladjusted’ have a 
unique role to play in the fight for freedom (which includes freedom from stigma and 
stereotype) and their participation and perspective deserve to be heard and validated. 
Lastly, let us commemorate Rev. King by affirming the fact that mental illness and             
accomplishment are not mutually exclusive. 







SAVE-THE-DATE  

Virtual ARAD 

Tuesday, February 2, 2021 

Addiction Recovery Awareness Day (ARAD) 2021 will be Tuesday, February 2nd, 2021 via zoom. 
Let your recovery advocacy voices be heard! This will be a day of fellowship with education about 
and connection to Recovery. Attendance is free! 

Schedule of events: 

9:00 AM Opening and Guest Speakers from the state Capitol  

10:00 AM Welcome and VIP Speaker  

10:25 AM COVID -19 and the Georgia Recovery Community  

10:45 AM The GCSA Virtual All Recovery Meetings and the Warm Line in COVID - 19  

11:00 AM Recovery Messaging  

11:45 AM Social Media and Recovery  

12:00 Noon Legislative Speakers from the state Capitol  

1:00 PM – 7:00 PM 12 peer-led breakout sessions highlighting “Our Lives in Recovery”, including 
workshops on Yoga, Active Lifestyles, Recovery and Film, Pets and Recovery, Food and Recovery, 
and more.  

7:00 PM Virtual All Recovery Meeting Hosted by Neil Campbell and Jeff Breedlove  

Public sign-up will begin Monday, January 11, at 10:00 AM. Visit www.gasubstanceabuse.org or 
follow the GCSA on fb, twitter, Insta or LinkedIn.  

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3Fa%3Dhttp%253a%252f%252fwww.gasubstanceabuse.org%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cj8APDZvyd-iF8LmTbO8y2GE0jBDYs7XNdy693pDXDL9LALeLbm3I5JN4DZDNYZh4aGcbrDUiOg66APPsCOyytHnRNzf8CLi9-0o


Thanks so much Joel Aguilar from Starbucks in 

Dublin Georgia!  They will now be donating food to 

RISEUP weekly! This is such a blessing to our                

community! Also thanks you Kinsey Clark Lisa Clark 

for making this connection! 





 

 

 

 

Our members wanted to                    
Celebrate Law Enforcement                 
Appreciation Day by making 

goodie baskets and handmade 
Thank You Cards.. Thank You to All 
of our Law Enforcement Officers 

for keeping us safe. 

#dublingapolicedepartment                                                                                                                             
#eastdublinpolicedepartment                                                                                                                             
#bleckleycountysherriffoffice  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/dublingapolicedepartment?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV7zlCxoVMqULFnKU-jmrFZjFAo-fus-iNgPwLSop-AKUCbkPjK3353z6p7g3zOt8LIXlj4BqBhPRcLqJow0Gfh8smsR8idTR8FBkfOHxYsr3-1wRiUyEqXtBGAUghpTzXERXY_M9ij9aBlIccHk1ft&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/eastdublinpolicedepartment?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV7zlCxoVMqULFnKU-jmrFZjFAo-fus-iNgPwLSop-AKUCbkPjK3353z6p7g3zOt8LIXlj4BqBhPRcLqJow0Gfh8smsR8idTR8FBkfOHxYsr3-1wRiUyEqXtBGAUghpTzXERXY_M9ij9aBlIccHk1ft&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/bleckleycountysherriffoffice?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV7zlCxoVMqULFnKU-jmrFZjFAo-fus-iNgPwLSop-AKUCbkPjK3353z6p7g3zOt8LIXlj4BqBhPRcLqJow0Gfh8smsR8idTR8FBkfOHxYsr3-1wRiUyEqXtBGAUghpTzXERXY_M9ij9aBlIccHk1ft&__tn__=*NK-R




Thank you TV35 for the opportunity to 

educate our community on behavioral 

health during the pandemic.  

 

2021 Healthcare Summit brought to you by                               
CurePoint Cancer Center 



With all the changes and adjustments being made due to COVID-19, a little bit of fun would 
be nice.    

So, let’s lift our “SPIRITS” by participating in the 16 county wide, Employee Spirit Week.   
 

-plan your outfits  -take some pictures     -laugh a little  -make memories with each other 
 

All staff members, in every program, are encouraged to participate.  

Of course we need to be mindful of our dress code (please, no coconuts on Hawaiian day) and 
send me some pictures! 



 

January                           

25 
WESTERN/HAWAIIAN MONDAY           

ARE YOU A BEACH BUM OR A COWBOY? 



 

TEAM UP TUESDAY                                                                                                              
REPRESENT YOUR FAVORITE TEAM!                                                                                                

January                           

26 



 

January                           

27 

HERO WEDNESDAY                         
WHO IS YOUR SUPER HERO?                        



 

HIPPIE/TIE DYE THURSDAY   January                           

28 PEACE, LOVE, & HAPPINESS  



 
January                           

29 

PATRIOTIC/CAMOUFLAGE 

FRIDAY  

FOR OUR COUNTRY OR IN THE COUNTRY 



  -Melissa Madison   -Emily Givens   -Kristi Story   -Cynthia Thigpen                                                  

-Jennifer Cox   -Barbara McLean   -April Bassett   -Connie Bryant                                     

-Rachel White   -Stacey McNair    -Sarah Phillips   -Monica Taylor                                                              

Organizational Climate Survey  
Each year a survey is sent out to all staff to complete in order to address areas of 

strength as well as areas of needed improvement throughout the agency.  This year 

was no different! 

This survey consisted of thirty-three (33) questions rated on a five (5) point scale and 

two (2) open response questions.  It is important to note that this survey is completely 

anonymous unless identifying factors are directly included during the open response 

sections.  

Once the survey is completed, staff were directed to notify Emily Slaughter via email of 

their completion and their name would be entered into a drawing for a chance to win 

a $25.00 gift card.                                                                                                                          

Thank you to everyone for assisting with the Organizational Climate Survey! 



Meet Roderick Pittman who is from right here in Dublin, GA. He is the HUM navigator and a Certified Life 
& Wellness Coach. He has worked with us for 
almost 3 years. His favorite part of his job is 
"connecting with people who feel                        
disconnected from life". He has an 8-year-old 
son named Carter and is the guardian of his 
son's pet turtle MJ and puppy Miguel.                      
Roderick went viral once for his Spoken Work 
poetry on social media. Not only does he 
write, but he also sings and paints portraits 
too! His self-care practices are cooking,           
reading, and nurturing over 20 potted plants.  

Middle Georgia Operations 

The High Utilization Management (HUM) program provides support to            

individuals who experience challenges and barriers in accessing and               

remaining enrolled in desired community-based services and                    

supports. The HUM program includes assertive engagement and                 

time-limited follow up to individuals to support and encourage a              

consistent and ongoing connection with appropriate community               

resources. 

  HUM  P: (478) 272-1190 F: (478) 275-6509 C: 478-353-7101    

ADMISSION CRITERIA  

Adults with a primary substance use, mental health, or co-occurring diagnosis who have been admitted to a 

crisis setting (CSU, BHCC, State Contracted Community-Based Inpatient Psychiatric Facility, or PRTF) meeting 

one of the following frequency rates:   

 1. A 30-day readmission; or  2. Three (3) admissions within a six-month period; or  3. Four (4) admissions 

within a nine-month period;  AND/OR  4. Other crisis utilization indicators, as evidenced by the following:              

a. Three (3) mobile crisis dispatches within 90 days or;  b. Four (4) or more mobile crisis dispatches within 

nine (9) months; or  c. Two (2) or more presentations at an Emergency Department within 90-days; and/or      

d. 30 consecutive days or more in a CSU or State contracted Community-Based Inpatient Psychiatric bed.   



Meet the vivacious Jo Anne 

McCullough.  She is from Louisville, 

GA and has worked at the Jefferson 

County Service Center for 11 years.  

She has carried the job                           

responsibilities of the Community Social Service 

Tech for almost 4 years now.   “JoJo’s” favorite 

part of her job is the location, the hours, and 

giving a helping hand as needed for the                          

individuals she serves.    Part of her success 

within her job is   being brave to 

speak up when things are not 

done, “fair & square across the board”.  She is a will-

ing soul that will do anything she can to help when 

needed.  JoJo enjoys traveling and fellowshipping with 

others but her          ultimate interest outside of work 

is inspiring others to spread love among one another 

no matter what their  differences may be.   

Ogeechee Operations 



Do you know  a person at work, when you are in a pinch and are stressed, that you call on?  
You know that no matter the situation, that specific person will be there for you. They “have 
your back”, they “help you get through it”. I do!  I have a couple of people that will stop what 
they are doing to help me anytime that I need them.  Because of that, I want to give a “Shout 
Out” to them!  I would love to have an article in each Perspective where we can take the           
opportunity to give others the recognition that they deserve! So, if you have a person at work 
that you want to show appreciation to, send me a paragraph and a photo to be added to the 
newsletter.                                                                                            Renia Avera 

               ravera@csbmg.com 

“Wanted to thank Ellise 
Tapley for this idea. My 
staff and I really enjoyed 
spirit week here at 
Quentin’s Place.”                                
 -Michelle Mayes                                                                                     

Quentin Price M.D. 
Crisis Stabilization 

Unit 



Adult PSR-I                      

Shows Major                                     

Improvement in Productivity 

Sending a great big “shout out” to Marlena Dixon and her 
PSR-I Team today for their outstanding achievement in 
reaching new milestones in their productivity numbers over 
the last several months.  This has been an even more                    
remarkable feat, given that the accomplishment has             
occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic.  If you see Marlena 
or one of her team members, Sherrie McClarin or                    
Velvet Wilbur, make sure to give them a “high five” for  
working hard and succeeding with this key performance     
indicator expected by DBHDD! 
 

                                                         Congratulations, ladies!  Keep up the great work! 

The Perspective has become known for having contests.  Take a look at 

the winners for the Why? &  What? and the Bulletin Board contests.   

Please help us to congratulate... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

Quentin Price M.D. Crisis             
Stabilization Unit 

YOU 

WON A 

PIZZA 

PARTY! 

 



Quentin Price M.D.                               
Crisis Stabilization Unit 



What is Wellbeing? 
According to the Oxford Language   
dictionary – it is a state of being               
comfortable, healthy or happy.  
Now that we have moved into 2021 
(Happy New Year!) how do we move 
into this state of wellbeing? There are 
several aspects to consider.  
• Being in a healthy state is not only 
about the physical but includes the 
mental side as well. What areas in your 
life may need attention? Do you get 

enough sleep? Do you get enough exercise? When these two areas are lacking you may begin to 
have physical repercussions. 
• Relationships can also impact us more than we realize. Studies have shown that those who are in 
strong relationships with friends and family tend to live longer. What can you do to strengthen your 
relationships? 
• Security! According to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs this is second only to air, water, food, shelter 
and other physiological needs. Things as simple as ensuring you wear your seatbelt in the car or a 
helmet while riding your bike or just being sure to get your preventive checkups annually can                         
increase your sense of security as this lowers the level of anxiety and fear. 
• Purpose. Do you feel that you know your purpose in life? Think of your gifts, passions and values 
and how you can use these to serve others. Do you feel fulfilled? Do you feel that what you do is    
meaningful? Do you feel connected to something 
larger than yourself? 
• Community. Linking to the community around us 
can impact your own wellbeing. Are there                 
opportunities to volunteer in your neighborhood, 
church or at work? 
• Your environment also plays a role in your              
wellbeing. Look around you at your personal space. 
Does it feel serene and organized or cluttered and 
chaotic? Spend some time with nature each day 
whether it be by a walk at lunch or a green plant in 
your workspace. It seems that “nature deprivation” 
is a real thing!  
Each of these aspects of wellbeing influence each 
other. Use these as a guide to think of how you can 
increase your personal wellbeing. 

Wellness Wednesdays & Financial Fridays 



Budgeting – Step #2 Identify Income and Expenses 
 
Now that we have identified our short, mid and long-term goals, we need to determine our total             
income and expenses. Where does my money come from and where does it go is the question we 
need to answer. 
 
Start with income – including all sources of household income including wages (after tax),                          
commissions, self-employment income, child/spousal support, pensions and any other income. Be 
sure to include all income to get a true picture of where you are. 
 
Next, record expenses. ALL – did you hear me? ALL!!!! Yes, the             
Starbucks, all of the Amazon deliveries - everything!!! All joking 
aside – include every penny you spend including utilities, groceries, 
credit card charges, vehicle payments, rent or mortgage payments,                 
insurance, entertainment, birthday, holiday,  
 
everything! Go through your debit card account, credit card                   
statement or anywhere else that you record transactions. If             
expenses are seasonal (Christmas, vet bills, home repair, clothing, 
glasses) you will need to add those up for the year and divide by 12. 
 

Budgeting 
The very first step in setting your budget is Identifying your Goals. 
Do you have short-term and long-term financial goals in place? Is 
your goal to purchase a vehicle, set aside money for college                   
tuition for you or your child, to purchase a home, to become debt 
free, remodel your kitchen, take a vacation…you get the picture…. 
3 
Goals should be SMART – Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realis-
tic and have a Timeline. 
c 
Let’s look at short-term goals first. These would be narrow in 
scope with a short time frame. This could be to create an               
emergency fund to set aside, or any short-term needs. This type 

of goal should be about getting a handle on your budget, adjusting your spending habits, eliminating 
credit card debt by saving to purchase, or opening a savings account. 
c 
Next, we will look at mid-range goals. These would include saving for a down-payment on a house, 
paying off student loans, a child’s college tuition or maybe taking a dream vacation. 
c 
Lastly, long term goals are for funding a comfortable retirement, living debt-free, paying off a                
mortgage or building an estate for your children. 
c 
Define your goals and we will move forward next week.  



 

Did you know that January is “Get Over It” month? I had no idea!!!! Since January is a month of 
starting fresh it is the time to get over “IT” – whatever “IT” is.  
k 
Sometimes “IT” can be destructive both emotionally and physically and maybe we have held onto 
“IT” too long. To get over “IT” look at the positives in your life. There will always be negative                   
situations but during those you may have met new people, learned new skills or found strengths 
that you wouldn’t have if the negative situation had not occurred. Have you had any trying                   
situations that left you better? 
k 
If your “IT” is holding a grudge – know that this takes energy and has a negative impact on your 
health. Holding a grudge can keep you up at night or cause worry and anxiety and may negatively   
impact your digestion. Weigh the risks of holding on to that grudge and determine if it is worth the 
energy. 

Community Spirit  
2020 has tried to keep up physically apart but it seems 
that community spirit has grown by leaps and bounds. 
While our own health is a personal matter, health of the 
communities that we live, work, play and go to school in 
has moved to the forefront and is an integral part of our 
own health and well-being. Through the  trials and                  
tribulations of the environmental and societal challenges 
that have faced the nation this past year we have been 

able to come together (albeit virtually) to attend church services, have family gatherings, and                    
celebrate milestones. 
People are resilient and have the ability to find meaning in everyday things that may have been         
overlooked in the past. From what we have seen there are many new bakers, gardeners, interior                         
designers, carpenters, woodworkers and what have you since everyone has been spending much 
more time at home. It almost seems like we have gone “back to the basics” of a simpler time.  
This in itself, can be healthy – stepping away from the madness to enjoy something that people have 
done for centuries – simply BE-ing…. 
s 
Tips to just BE: 
s 
Don’t just do something – SIT THERE! 
Pause – moments of stillness are golden. Add mini pauses between your tasks (take 10 seconds and 
just breathe) 
Go Inside – not inside a building, but inside yourself. There is too much “busyness” in the world so 
take time to look at your inner world. Is it noisy and filled with “to-do’s”? Just pay attention. 
Keep a journal – Take note of how you feel. Take two – three minutes at the end of the day to write 
down how you felt. Were you overloaded and nonstop or did you find today manageable? Be sure to 
add any positive notes which can provide you with encouragement. 
It takes courage to step off of the treadmill and stop – this goes against the “hustle” mentality of         
today’s society. 
s 
Just BE! 



 Choose the right strategies for when choosing to “get over IT”. Find                   

productive ways like exercising, visualization, deep breathing, journaling 

about “IT” and how “IT” made you feel or find someone you can talk with 

about “IT”. 
k 
Shift your focus to new challenges and opportunities and give these your 

time and attention. 
k 
Lastly – learn how to accept “IT”. You may never get the apology or hear 

anyone admit their mistake but even if you did, that does not always make 

you feel better. No one can change your perspective but you. 
k 
Every challenge or opportunity help us to grow and expand so look for the positives in negative                      

situations and see if you can make lemonade out of lemons. It may not make your situation better, 

but it can boost the state of your mental health.  

Wants versus Needs 
 
When it comes to budgeting you need to 
be able to determine the difference                  
between a NEED and a WANT. Today we 
talk about what fits into each category 
and how to evaluate your spending                   
habits.  
 
What is the difference? A NEED is                             
anything you must have such as food, 
shelter and transportation. These are the 
basic necessities of living. A WANT is 
something that you would like to have but is not necessary to your daily life. Wants may be                    
eliminated without disruption to your basic needs.  Examples of wants may be dining out, vacation, 
expensive clothing, shoes or jewelry.  
 
Wants and needs may vary for different people depending on your profession. If you must wear             
specific clothing for work, then those may be a need. Food qualifies as a need, but dinner at a fancy 
restaurant would fall under the want column. Transportation is a need, but a flash sports car would 
clearly be a want.  
 
The important thing is to avoid falling into the trap of overspending on wants under the                               
misconception that it is a need. You only hurt your future self. It is okay to treat yourself on occasion 
but doing so regularly could result in your inability to save for long-term needs. 
 
An occasional treat is fine, but it is not a need. Be sure to cover your needs and save the rest. 



Preventive Care 
 
Did you know that regular preventive care 
is your best defense against chronic                   
illness? And it’s free! 
 
Under the Affordable Care Act, most 
health plans are required to provide                 
certain preventive health services for free 
because in the long run, understanding 
your issues leads to better outcomes. 
 
What types of visits are covered? Annual routine physicals, annual well-woman, various                                   
immunizations, osteoporosis screenings, mammograms and more. IMPORTANT! If the preventive 
service is not your reason for the visit – it may not be free. Schedule your appointment and be sure 
your medical provider is aware it is for a preventive visit. 
 
Schedule yours today! 

“If you can't fly then run, if you can't run then walk, if you can't walk then crawl, but whatever you do you have to 
keep moving forward.” ― Martin Luther King, Jr. 

On this day, we pause to celebrate the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and to honor him through 
acts of service. His work and efforts in the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950’s and 1960’s provided hope, 
and his inspirational messages remain a beacon for all of us today. Dublin’s First  African Baptist Church,           
located on Telfair Street in Dublin, is the site of Dr. King’s first public speaking engagement, which occurred 
while he was still a fourteen year-old teenager and a student at Booker T. Washington High School in Atlanta. 
Over the past several years, First African Baptist Church of Dublin and our community secured funding to                
create a park where citizens and visitors can find out more about the speech and Dr. King’s lasting legacy.  

Happy Martin Luther King, Jr. Day! 





Wear your mask 

and                                 

consider the                    

vaccination.   

 
3                               

So we can                        

continue            

serving our                   

community.    
 







 

 

 

Announcements 
 Please be sure to check your emails for 

any required Cybersecurity training          
requests and complete those in a timely 
manner.   

 Reminder: Please wear your name badge during work 

hours, on and off-site, while on CSBMG business.  Also, 

make sure the badge is   visible.  This is not only for             

identification purposes, but also for safety measures.  

Thanks! 

 We are performing maintenance on all computers.          

Computers need to stay powered on at all times to 

receive updates. It is ok to log off; just do not shut 

down. 

 Make sure that you are screened for COVID-19 
symptoms when entering for work every day.  

 Please park all state cars in their designated area.                                   

Should you have any questions please call Alvin P. 

Moorman 

 Contact our IT Help Desk at extension 1011 with all IT            
related needs.  This helps in tracking open tickets and also 
in ensuring that our IT team is prioritizing the needs of the 
agency due to the criticality of the issue.     

 When you are emailing a fellow CSBMG employee make 
sure you are choosing the correct .csbmg email                             
address and not their personal email address.  

 

Contact Sherlissa 

Taylor at                          

staylor@csbmg.com 

if you are interested 

in being a part of our suicide 

prevention coalition for                      

Dublin/Laurens.                                        

We meet on the last Tuesday of 

each month via zoom at 

11:30AM.  


